
Project Engage
Best Initiative to Retain Subscribers



Overview
In March 2020 our paywall was removed on COVID-19 
content in the public interest. In the months that followed, 
we experienced our most successful acquisition months on 
record; reaching 8 times our normal levels and delivering 
exponential growth within a matter of weeks.
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Timing was critical
As this significant cohort of subscribers were acquired 
during an unprecedented news event, our next steps 
were critical. We needed to put targeted strategies in 
place to ensure we retained these subscribers once their 
introductory discount ended.

This led us to form Project Engage - a whole-of-business 
collaboration, involving the Marketing team and core 
business stakeholders from Data, Product, Research and 
Editorial.
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Campaign Objectives
We needed to act fast to retain this cohort of 
new subscribers. Our audience and habits of 
the subscribers acquired during the pandemic 
differed from our existing subscribers. 

The insights revealed the importance of our 
strategic fundamentals and how to successfully 
retain these subscribers.
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Building ongoing 
habits with our 
products
Becoming part of our subscribers’ daily routine 
was key if we were going to retain them in a world 
post-COVID. We launched a campaign to drive 
engagement with key subscription features to 
encourage habit formation, utilising data insights 
from our Product team to target the less engaged, 
‘riskier’ cohorts. 

Key habits included downloading the app, signing 
up to newsletters and even playing Crosswords. 
We also revised our subscriber lifecycle programs 
to ensure timely and relevant messaging across 
our communications. 
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Connecting 
subscribers to our 
newsroom
Keeping our subscribers informed, connected, 
and engaged during the pandemic was critical. 
We wanted to build a sense of connection 
with our brands, giving them ‘access to the 
newsroom’ during this historic moment. 

Working closely with Editorial to deliver 
behind the scenes stories with our ‘Note From 
The Newsroom’ campaign. Our key journalists 
wrote personal notes for our subscribers, 
sharing the highs and lows of producing news 
during the pandemic.
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Pivoting to produce 
virtual events
We used the opportunity to launch our first 
subscriber exclusive virtual event. This gave 
subscribers direct access to our journalists, 
drove a stronger connection with the brand, our 
editorial team and ultimately their subscription.
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Fostering brand 
advocacy
To foster our new audiences, both readers and 
subscribers, we developed a powerful brand 
campaign to help validate their decision to 
support our journalism. Launched across TV, 
BVOD, podcasts and digital, the campaign 
reinforced the value of journalism and the role 
our subscribers play as part of our community of 
independent thinkers. Adapting to the pandemic 
production realities, we used our own journalism 
talent and photojournalism to tell the story. 
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The project results have 
exceeded expectations
Although COVID-19 drastically changed the game, our focus 
during Project Engage was firmly on the fundamentals of 
subscription excellence: building ongoing habits with our 
products, connecting subscribers to our newsroom, and 
fostering brand advocacy. This approach saw us deliver 
substantial double-digit growth in digital subscribers in 
2020.
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